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500 Pizzas & Flatbreads is an extensive recipe collection that reaches all over the globe for
inspiration. Not only does this volume offer plenty of recipes for the beloved classic pizzas - thick
and thin crust, traditional and gourmet - but it also includes a wide range international flatbreads
from a wide range of culinary traditions - Indian naan and dosas; Moroccan chickpea flatbread;
Ethiopian injeri; matzoh and pita from the Middle East; fry bread, bammy bread, pupusa from the
Americas; and many more. All recipes are tested in a conventional home oven.

About the AuthorRebecca Baugniet is a food writer and recipe developer and the author of 500
Pies & Tarts. She has worked as food consultant for 500 Appetizers and 500 Soups. An avid
baker and enthusiastic home cook, Baugniet began hosting monthly homemade-pizza nights at
her home five years ago to develop and test her own recipes from the classic pizzas to
flatbreads from all corners of the globe.
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Dave, “Great pictures, and wide variety.. Ok, ok, ... the 500 number includes the "variations." But
for $2.00 used, plus s/h, this was a great buy.I especially like the Middle Eastern, African, and
South Asian (India) flatbreads, actually WORLD WIDE: naan, chapati, papadum, roti, parathi,
dosa, injera, pita, lavash, tortillas, bannock, pan fry bread, AREPAS, pupusas. Some are 1/3rd
and more whole wheat.These may not be all that authentic, as all of those types of bread have
regional variations. Lots of great photos that look like they actually came from the recipe. These
are all "final product" photos, not in-process, or "how to."It's a small book in terms of width/
height, but it is thick at 288 pages.This is not artisanal level or professional pizzeria level stuff.
But it covers the basics.  And it's great for home use and for sending kids off to college.”

Michael Gmirkin, “Not exhaustive, but an extremely dense book of pizza and flatbread recipes..
While I believe the number of "raw" recipes is far less than 500 (maybe I'm wrong), after each
section they offer 4-6 "variations" on each of the recipes previously given. Between all the
variations on the primary recipes, there's probably about the 500 number.For anyone expecting
a large book, well, large it's not. It's probably about 6" square but a tiny bit over an inch thick. For
being so small, it packs a lot of recipes and a fair amount of other info into its tiny shelf footprint.I
think it's a very worthy supplement to 
  
Flatbreads & Flavors

  
  
     (a good survey of flatbread culture the world over) and 
  
Vegetarian Pizza Cookbook



  
  
(I mention it mainly for its good variety of crusts and a few nifty dessert pizza recipes).This
seems like a pretty decent little compendium and certainly could be used to spur some creative
pizza & flatbread dishes... Though, I might have liked to see a wider variety of crusts & sauces
introduced. Or, as with Flatbreads & Flavors, some other recipes thaVegetarian Pizzat would act
as accompaniments to the pizzas & flatbreads listed. Such as some curries or other things that
typically go with the mentioned breads. But, I guess that's why I think this book and Flatbreads
and Flavors complement one another relatively well.”

Southern Mumm, “Worth its Weight in Gold!. This little book is worth its weight in gold just for the
dough and sauce recipes! I bake fresh breads daily, host frequent pizza parties, and consider
myself a pretty good judge of doughs. The dough recipes in this book are easy to follow and
even easier to work! Novices will have no problem rolling these doughs. Here's a couple of tips:
During the hand stretching or rolling process allow the dough to rest for few minutes between
stretches or rolls. This will allow the gluten to loosen a bit and make it easier to create a larger
shape and form a thinner crust. Use a pizza peel dusted with cornmeal to transfer your pizza or
calzone to the oven, preferably onto a preheated baking stone. (Note: Extra dough and sauce
can be refrigerated and used throughout the week.  Pizza every night!  YUM!)”

ABCMVC5, “One of the best pizza books I have bought. One of the best pizza books I have
bought. Lots of useful recipes for families with kids who like "regular" stuff on their pizzas! I have
a number of more "trendy" pizza cookbooks, but though they're nice to look through, I wouldn't
make most of the suggested pizzas and if I did, my husband and children probably wouldn't eat
them :)Follow up: I wanted to comment on the fact that some other reviewers experienced
trouble with some of the doughs in the book. I wanted to say that I have only used the pizza
recipes in the book and the dough is fine for all of the pizzas. I can't speak to the success
anyone might have with the naan and similar, but the pizza doughs are pretty standard and work
fine. :)”

Myreview, “The only pizza and flatbread cookbook I need.. I loved this book when I first perused
it at my friend's house and so I bought one for myself. For Christmas I gave my 3 20's sons the
books along with a pizza peels and baking stones. By mistake I didn’t order enough to go
around and so I gave mine to one son and I am going to reorder for myself.What I really like
about 500 Pizzas is that a beginner can pick up the book and have success baking a really good
pizza right off the bat and then grow skills with other recipes in the book.”

Melanie A. Franklin, “Little Book, Lot's of Recipes!. When I first got this book I was disappointed,



it was small and I am used to big cookbooks with gorgeous pictures. Well, this is a little book with
gorgeous pictures and tons and tons of recipes!!! If it is a bread or pizza, it is in this book! Not
just pizzas but flat breads of every kind and ethnicity. I was stunned! Don't let a little book fool
you, it packs a lot of information in a small footprint. Yum!Happy, Happy, Happy!”

Ebook Libraryfan5, “Good book but tiny. The book is great, the layout is beautiful and there is a
lot of really useful information included in this cookbook. I don't know how I missed it though but
this book is like pocket sized. Had I known this I would have looked around for another pizza
cookbook.”

M. Beaulieu, “Very good recipes. I bought this book only to have my shipping fees free. When
received, I was very pleased to have it and will recommend to anybody interested in pizzas; a lot
of useful informations.”

Mary Lynn, “:). My husband and I love to make pizza, we even have the stone for the bbq/oven.
This book has lots of good ideas just didn't expect it to be so little...lol”

A.F.A, “Five Stars. it is a great book. Gave it to a friend and she loves it.”

The book by Rebecca Baugniet has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 101 people have provided feedback.
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